Mus81-dependent double-strand DNA breaks at in vivo-generated cruciform structures in S. cerevisiae.
Long DNA palindromes are implicated in chromosomal rearrangement, but their roles in the underlying molecular events remain a matter of conjecture. One notion is that palindromes induce DNA breaks after assuming a cruciform structure, the four-way DNA junction providing a target for cleavage by Holliday junction (HJ)-specific enzymes. Though compelling, few components of the "cruciform resolution" proposal are established. Here we address fundamental properties and genetic dependencies of palindromic DNA metabolism in eukaryotes. Plasmid-borne palindromes introduced into S. cerevisiae are site-specifically broken in vivo, and the breaks exhibit unique hallmarks of an HJ resolvase mechanism. In vivo resolution requires Mus81, for which the bacterial HJ resolvase RusA will substitute. These results provide confirmation of cruciform extrusion and resolution in the context of eukaryotic chromatin. Related observations are that, unchecked by a nuclease function provided by Mre11, episomal palindromes launch a self-perpetuating breakage-fusion-bridge-independent copy number increase termed "escape."